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ladies, Airs. Bettie Fowler Campbell, quite a number of friends. The beau- tumes representing standard books ciety of the Kentucky avenue Preswhose dissolution sank deep-seated tiful apartments were decorated with while the garb of the gentlemen indi- byterian church had many friends to
valentine hearts and other arrange- cated popular songs, and a delightful gather with them Thursday evenin
wiel into the hearts of many.
g
The. Magazine dub, of which she ments that were indicated also on feature was the guessing contest at at the church lecture room and passed
was president, adopted the following the score cards and throughout the which eacth attempted to tell what several happy hours at a party tenbook or song the respective costumes dered complimentary to St. Valenresolutions, drafted by the committee tempting luncheon served.
There were five tables filled with were representatives of. For
selected by the vice-preeident, Mie. J.
this tine day.
card players, who passed many happy the ladies' prize went to Mrs.
Campbell Flournoy:
L A
The ladies of the Magazine club hours as guests of the charming Albritton. and that for the gentleman Circle Tacky Party.
The, members of Evergreen Circle,
feeling a per:oeal loss in the passing couple, who were aesi-ted in receiving to Mr. John Davis. Mr. Davis also
away of their beloved president, Mrs. by Mrs. T. M. Powell, of Princeton, captured the prize for placing proper Wendt-nen of the World. enjoyed an
amusing tacky party Monday evening
Itertie Fowler Campbell, wish to ex- and Mrs. Mollie Gracey, of San Fran- ly together the valentines clippe
d to
cisco, Cal.
at the residence of Mrs. William
press their love and appreciation.
pieces and mixed up.
—a—
Therefore, be it resolved., That the
The luncheon serveo was of many Greenhalgh of goo Brunson avenue.
Vacancy caused by her death will be Informal Gathering.
renehed dishes and enjoyed Immense Amusements and diversions galore
Miss l'slattie Belle Clinard, of South ly. For
most difficult to fill, and the club will
the march to the dining hal were participated in be the deliehted
guests. Mrs. Daniel Hays capturing
ever be poorer from the loss of her Sixth street, had a number of friends each selected the'r pa-tite
r in a vere the prize
as her guests Monday evening at an pretty
eounsel aod guidance.
offencd for the most unique
manner, the gentlemen haying
aarb, while for the peanut guessing
Resolved. That her womanly grace, informal social that was a source of relined
on their coat lapels hearts
ensneet the gift went to Mrs. Daniel
her charm of manner and mind, were much enjoyment to all. games and re- holding
a question, while the lade.
freshments being indulged in.
Perry,:
3 constant inspiration to the club.
had
hearts holding question answers,
The guests were: Misses Margaret
Resolved, That as a mark of respect
—0—
and the woman whose heart answered Genera
l Morgan Monument.
to her the Maczazine club discontinue Laveau, Henrietta Earnhardt. Ila the
gentleman's question, became his
meetings during the Lenten sea- Earnhardt, Ethel Harper, Juliette
Mts. Gardner Gilbert has been sePace, Ellen Mansfield. Ether Bam- partner.
lected chairman of the committee seeon.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin were the re- lected
Reselved. That the secretary be in- berger, Pansy Clark, Tansy Clark and
by the
Paducah chapter,
structed to record these resolutions Flossie Clark; Messrs. John Thomp- ceiSents of many handsome wooden Daughters of the Confederacy, to
p-esents. About forty guests were arrange
on the minutes of the club and that son, Henry Pulliam, Joe Pace, Yciscr
for a fund to be raised here
an engrossed copy be delivered to the Morgan, Charles Thompson, Dezzra thcre, including out-of-town visitors and contributed to the general colof Mrs. Charles Carney Miss Agnes lection that
Thurman and \Veil Rodfus.
bereaved family,
will be devoted to erect_
C..rney, Mra R. E. Johnson and Mrs. ing a handsome monum
MISS ANNA VEBB,
ent at LexingMarianna Mayes of Mayfield, Ky.
Evergreen Circle Dante.
MIS. F. L. SCOTT,
ton. Ky., for General John H. MorThe Red Men's hall, on North
gan. The movement is 'headed by
MRS. CHARLES WHEELER,
the Confederate daughters of KenFourth street, was filled with several Schwarz-Losb.
Committee.
(hi account of the death of Mrs. hundred happy dancers Thursday
Miss Minnie Skliwarz of Oklahoma tucky.
Campbell the following social affairs evening indulging in the ball given City, and Mr. Sydney Loeb of Paduwere called in' The meeting intend- by Evergreen Circle. Woodmen of the cah, were married lest Thursday at P. D. C. Clu,b.
ed by the Kalesophic club last Friday Wbrld. The deliehtful diversion did the residence of the bride, the nuptials
Miss Marjorie Losing of Monroe
with NUs3 'Elizabeth Sinnott. of North not come to a close until early the being quite a social event, Mr.' Jesse street entertained in a most attractive
Ninth; the gatherng. intended by the following interning.
Loeb, brother of the groom, officiat- manner The P. D. C club yesterday
• Entre Nem, club last Thursday aftering as best man. After the wedding afternoon many of the young girl,
the happy pair left for New York. being there
teem n-ith Miss Ethel Brooks. of March Society Affair.
The ladiee of the Church Furnish- Washington, D. C.. and other Eastern
North Sesciitli; the entertainment intended for last Friday evening by the ing society ot the First Christian points which they are visiting now on For Visiting Ladies.
Church Furnishing society at the First church will select for >time time this dun. bridal tour. They arrive here
Miss Mary Ea•lev of 1J011 lacauln
Christian church: the George Wash- week the date on which they will iris
March i to take up their home at street had a number of friends as her
ingeou birthday patriotic luncheon by their :ntertainment that was post- the Loeb residence on Filth and viteste Friday evening to enjoy
a
benne soda; tendered conwilimentary
the 1):welters of the .‘trerican Revo- poned from last Friday evening on Broad ea)
lution. February es. with Mrs. Hub- account of the death of Mrs. Bertie
to Misses Currie and Curdle Oliver
bard %Yell-, of the Empire tiats; the Fowler Campbell. The programme Richardacn-lones.
of I >ycushincr.
Many
attractive
Matinee Musical club meeting of next fur the affair will be as fiAlowi:
%Vali much pleasure will friend tames were indillaed in, followed
Trio—Miss Mary Bondurant. receive the announcement that March with tempting dainties.
‘Vtelneolay at Grace parish house;
3 Miss Katie Lee Richardson of th••
the Flower Carnival rehearsals of yes- Clark end Robert 13ondurant.
e Vocal solo—Mr. Richard Scott. city and Mr. Oscar B. Jones of Sae The Woinfn's Club.
tertley .at the Eagles' Home, on Sixth
and Broadway while the Delphic club
3. Recitations—Miss Julia Dabney. Bernardino. Cal., will be united iii
The Woman's club will have its
did mit meet last Tuesday on account
4. Instrumental duet—Miss Ada marriage at the First Baptist church le:one's meeting at tem o'clock next
oi her illnees at that time, the death Brazeltnn and Mrs. George II. Hart. in this rity. Re‘. Calein M. Thompson Thersdey afternuon at Grace church
occurring etterwarde. and there %sae
5. Vocal solo—Mr. Emmet Bagby. officiating.
parish house, but tin account of the
The nuptials will unite teo popio tieath
6. Vuartette—Mrs. Lela
&leo oostponed the tea intended for
Mrs. Bertie F. Campbell
last Ttiesday by the Charity club at Miss Mamie Dreyfuen Meas:s. Em- lar young people, after a long and the onen session in charge of the
interesting courtship. The dainty Art Denartment has been postponed
nacit Bagby and Curtis Polk.
the home on North Ninth wee:
bride is the cultured and belovel until March 1.
7. Vocal solo—Miss Dryfue•.
Mrs. George C. Wallace.
It. lescitation—Miee Brooks Smith daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. II. Riche
n. Vocal solo — Mrs. Lela W. erdarin tef South Third street, and is SPY GLASS uovrislF.RS
Mill& Club Resolutions.
a sweet young %% °Mali held in hie:
The Delphic club, has adopted the Lewis.
FOR WIFE IN SUIT
estimation by everybody.
V.
io.
follow
solo,
.cal
resolu
ing
with
tions,
violin
in
memor
and
of
y
-s
The groom is a Paducah boy who Produces Witeent Whc Used
, • Mr:. Campbell, one of is most ace piano accompaniments—M r. Curtis
Field
went West a number of years ago and
Polk.
ttve associates:
Glass to Detect Husband at
Cornet -olo—Robert Itordto is now aseoeiated with his brother,
The Delphic club deploring the
Long Distance.
Mr. Harry Jones, in the photographic
lose by deatii of one of its most be- rant.
!simply business at San Bernardino
•
loeed members. Mts. Bertie Fowler
Pittsburg. Feb. tti.—.A new methix;
Mr. Jones is a son of the late E.
of
detecting marital infelicity was re• fl:` Campbell. hereby expresses its sincere Entertained Lutheran League.
B
Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Schmidt, ttf Jones. and when the father died in vealed in common pleas court today.
sorrow, therefore be it
- Resolved. That her capable work. Harahan boulevard, had the Lutheran office as circuit clerk, Mr. Ozear Jones The plan was discovered by re-.idents
!.
ready response to duty and faithful Social League as their vneste Tue.- tilled out the unexpired term. The along the 1.igh bluff overlooking the
.nttenelance made her one o jibe club', day evening and a tine time was en- groom later became bookkeeper for Ohio river and extending westward
joyed. It was a "bubble narty.- and the American-German National hank. from lower Allegheny. The
most %elute! member'.
net:
Res 1s ed. That her memory will he the first prize event to Miss Annie but about nine years ago went %Vest 4chcmc to gather evidence for a ditherished with tenderness and love, Ilundeaman. that for the gentleman to on account of his 'health, lie is a vorce Case is to follow the suspect: to
•
and her example will ever he an in Mr. Gus Wleirnan and the booby to most excellent young man, progres- the river hank and then, perched on
a
sive in business, and very
Miss Ida Nieman.
to the club.
popular convenient lookout, watch through
a.
Twenty-four guests were present
meld glasses.
Resnlved, That the seeretary be
Immediately after the nuptial% the
instructed to record' these resolutions and a delicious luncheon partaken oi
Mts. Claudia Geer Van Pelt, who is
couple go to San Bernardino to
on the minutes of the chili and that during the evening.
re- seeking a divorce from her husband.
side.
a copy by &betted to the bereaved
Arthur Cattrell Van Pelt, produced
The Charity Tex.
—a—
witnesses who declare they saw from
The Charity club will sct a date Deiphic Cub
a distance of 1,5oo feet her hueban
MRS. A. R. MEYERS.
d in
No meeting will be held
this if next week for the tea postMRS. GEO. C. WALLACE.
by the company with a woman known as
potted from lag Tuesday at Mrs. Delphic club Tuesday morning be- Mrs. N. R. Lewis.
SIRS. F. T.. SCOTT.
The witnesses were
George C. Wallace's home. on North cause cf the death of Mrs. Bertie F. on the north side
Wt have the largest tine of up-to-date wall pape
MRS. R B. PHILLIPS.
of the Ohio river?
r
Ninth. on account of the illness that Campbell, who was a charter member. ,while Van Pelt and
Committee.
Mrs. Lewis were
result
ed in Mrs. Campbell's death.
in the city and ot the most atriking prices
*--.
described as being together on the
When given the programme will be as The Kalesonhic Club.
Valentine Entertainment. •
opposite banks
Miss' Elizabeth Sinnott of
jolly time was had by a party follows:
Mrs. Van Pelt is well known in
North
Ninth, will have The Kalesn
Vocal solo—Miss Julia Scott.
trti young people who were entertained
phic club Allegheny and Bellevue and always
6
to meet with her Friday mornin
Vocal solo—Mrs. ames Wcille.
Thursday evening by Mr. and Mrs.
took a great interest in social affairs
g.
,
0
—4—
Vocal solo—Mr. Richard. Scott.
A. Peck of 5.2i North Sixth street,
She is remarried as one of the prettie
st
Instrumental duet—Miss Ada% Braz Reading Circle Session,
with a Valentine party at their home
women of that section.
The Catholic...Reading circle
where several happy hours were eiton and Mrs. George B. Hart.
gathAttached to the affidavits is a photo
Vocal solo—Miss Anne Bradshaw. ered Monday evening at the residence crranh of
filed eney at stamen music and parMrs. Lewis attired in a
of
Ares.
John VeCreary at 503 Hara- blouse
Vocal solo—Mt. Polk.
taking of dainty delicacies.
and
a
pair of soldier's trousers
han boulevard and conducted
Instrumental solo— Miss
Thoee !here were: Misses -Della
Mary
one of Her heart is stermeninted by a laree
their
?rimmed and instructive dis- Ronerh Rider
Nichels. Bessie Watts, Irene Rodfus, Scott.
hat and in her hand she
cussions regarding the books
Voce! solo—Mr. Robert Scott.
Jessie Gott, Myrtle Hover, Emma
they are bat a small revolver.
studyi
ng.
The club is composed of
Smotherman. Stella Ross,
Mrs. Van Pelt testified that she
Daisy
thirty-six members who have
Bryan. Hattie Ross, Ruth McCool, Dance for Visitors.
her husband went to Youngstownand
select
ed
to
Me;sys, Joseph Fisher and George that number of Catholic books, which ere marrie
Pearl Daesing, Mrs. Scott, Mrs. Ruby
d and that after their return
Vaughn, Mr. and MTS. M. I Lynch. Holliday entertained quite a number they read, and at the monthly ses- from the famous gretna
green he
sions the volumes are passed
Runert Robertson, Owen Robertson, of friends Monday evening with one
from went to Philadelphia to resume
one member to another.
of
their
charm
ing
dances
INAk 13V rd. Athel
One month
at the is
Robertson, WNII
i collPge. She
staved at her
allowed each reader for perusa
Straub. Walter Sanders. Charles Sane Eagles' Home. at Sixth, and Broadl of father's home in Bellevue until March
the
book in the reader's hands
tiers. Arch lionscholcler. Will Porter way, it being in honor of Misses Anna
r. iSore At this titre he was
twenty
Thompson and Shelby Wise, of Goland Len Marin.
yens old and she nineteen years.
conda, III.
Evening at Larkin Horne.
Witten at their home on Orchard aveMiss Bessie Larkin of Cincin
Church Vale-tine Affair.
nue. Mrs. Van Pelt testified, her husnati
and Miss Koertz of Owens
The ladicc of the Lone Oak Nletlio- Charming Wooden Wedding Event.
boro were band seldom came home at 6 o'clock
The be-a-mine residence of Mr. and the visitors honored with
0-is/ church had a huge crowd as
a charming for dinner and very often came home
Mrs. Robert Martin of Twelfth and party Monday evening
at the resi- late at eieht drunk, abusing her
• thier guests Thursday evening at the
and
residence of Professor and Mrs. A. M. Meteroe was the scene of a handsome dence of Misses Anna and Ella her children.
Racrsdele of that section, three miles entertainment they accorded their Larkin of South Sixth street, where
beyond Arcadia. the form of enter- f-iende Teeeeiee evenine. comeirenen- the former two are visiting. .
GOV. CAMPBELL SUMS
The hospitable home was
tary to the fifth anniversary of their
ment being a Valentine party.
adorned
Ss,000 WHISKEY BILL
The hospitable home was adorned marriage and the home swarmed with decorations of green and red,
Accident, We
ll...lability, Steam Boiler'
ettractivelv with appropriate decorat with happy guests enjoying tne many while the guests utilized six tables
Austin. Tex., Feb. O.—The anin
playin
g
lionc. while beltrtbc Were
euchre, during which the nouncement yesterd
arra need amusements arranged for their direrity that Gov
-profuse with Valentine features; and
by the popular host and hostess. first prize for ladies went to Miss Campbell has signed the bill
imposing
Belle
Ford,
and the first for gentle- a tax of $5,000 for each
Being of a valentine idea, decoraat one coffee was served, chocolate
office deliverat another, and lemonade at the third. tions of an appropriate nature were men to Dr. J. D. Bacon. Miss Bessie ing C. 0. D. shipments of liquor
in
while home-mad" and other candies in evidence, the color scheme being Larkin and Mr. Harry Hank captuted local option districts, has
OffIliee Phone 369.
occasi
oned
the
booby gifts.
Residence Phone 7211
were distanced of. A fine program red and brown, and very attractive.
'an order from the express companies
A
tempti
ng
course luncheon was doing business in the state
was renclAred (1,,.,,,v tile evon:sicr, 3,1(1 The folding door porfiers dividing the
prohibiting
the charming affair indulged in by reception and dining halls. were made indulged in during the gathering.
time future handling of such merchanmany, including quite a number who of hearts of red strung together.
dise. This order is made only under
Charming Valentine Event,
ent out from the
protest by the express companies, ae
while above were miniature bells in
Miss Myrtle Griffin of Joel
red, topping the word "Martin."
South it is feared that any interstate shipThird
street entertained friends with ment will
So^onil Anniversary.
Red hearts were everywhere on the a
not come under the prohappy Valentine party Thursday vision
iceonsl
ern re of their curtains and from the chandeliers
of this law and that its nonevening :it 'her home where
riac'w1IS ickbr3:C.1 Thureday they also drooped in iatcl:y
a most delivery will make the express coin
inazv
ta :. Pleasant evening was whiled
away, 1 eies lieb'e f‘er damages

niF. WEEK

IN

Skirts

We will continue the sale of -"those
beautiful $8 ski/ ts
$5.-913

!Monday

Remember they are the newest New
York make. in Panama c'oth and
other new material. Black?, blues
and other colors.

•

0

$5.98

Ogilvie's
Suit Department.

ei

This month's Butterick Patterns
)
are 10c and 15c—none higher.

9

•
4

Big 13argains in

Wall gaper

Now

is the time to Buy
Wall paper

picture
frames

0

•
4
•

Picture
frames

c. c. Lee
your

315

picture

frames
13RORDW1y

Abram L. Well ac Co
FIR
E INSURANCE

Campbell Block.

Matta,Efingera Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.

MOTS.ITHIRD,STREE

PADUCAH,IKY

11
. Si

tt

esemene

easmasisee

OUR AD. MAN IS SICK
But let the crowds mile. This store has the goods. The new 1907 merchandise has the novelties---has the
wanted sturdy merchandise--all priced at prices to make it to your interest to buy everything here.
WOMEN'S COATS AND SUITS

It you don't buy Muslin

Underwear here during
this sale you'll miss the
best opportunity ot the
year.

We give you another chance to
save money on high class coats and
Cults.
The values at $3.50, $445. $6.96
aad $9.89 are something startling.

They are the new and beautiful
Voiles, Panamas and other stylish
fabrics. Priced very low for such
splendid qualities. Both women and
misses.

$4-50.

LOVELY SPRING

NEW WOOL SPRING

New Spring

$2.25, $2.65.

silk

waists

$2-85,

Es,

at

$1.95,

$3.50,

temptingly priced.

$4,

SHOE DEPARTMENT.
We have a few shoes and rubbers
left and a handful of clothing that

STYLISH WAIST'S.

DRESS GOODS.

we would be delighted to show you.

The beaudiul white lawns at 75c,
$f, $1.25, $1.35, $1.50, $1.75 and

The whole dress goods department
brightens up with new spring dress

NEW GROCERY DEPARTMENT.
The new grocery department is

$2.

goods. They are beautiful, lovely and

growing bigger and better each week.

SPRING SKIRTS.
A February sale of
Skirts.

Charming

4

•

H

arbour
'
s Department Store

NORTH THIRD STREET
Half Square From Broadway

PEANUT PEOPLE ACCUSED OF MANY ATTEND IJUSI'S CASE
'eADUCAH TOWING COMPANY'S
MAINTAINING A NUISANCE
THE FUNERAL
WENT OVER MONEY TO BE DISTRIBUTED
\VARRANT GOTTEN OUT AGAI TeST THE SOUTHERN PEANUT
MASTER COMMISSIONER CECIL REED IS
COMPANY YESTERDAY BY JOHN HOLMES, MICHAEL WIL- BEAUTIFUL FLORAL DESIGNS
DIRECTED TO DISCONCEALED WEAPON CHARGE
BURSE $2,250.32 AMONG PADUCAH
LIAMS AND WILLIAM HOD GE, WHO CLAIM THAT THE
TOWING
LAID UPON GRAVE OF
COMPANY
WILL
BF.
TAKEN UP TOCREDITORS, SOME OF WHO M HAVE PRIORITY
DUST AND DIRT COMING FROM THE FACTORY SCATMRS. CAMPBELL.
CLAIMS
MORROW.
WHILE
COMMUNITY—MRS.
OTHERS
THE
GET ONLY PERCENTAGE OF DEBTS—
TERS OVER EVERYTHING IN
SPECIAL JUDGE CRICE HEARING LITIGATION OF
HARRY
FIELDS
THAT
MARGARET KETTLER CLAI MS
SAMUEL
GIVEN AGAINST CHARLES GRIDLE'Y — SUIT
TRIED TO DEFRAUD HER 0 UT OF BOARD BILL—CROWD Remains of Mr. Kelly
INSTITUTED
Sublette
TO SETTLE ESTATE OF LA TE MILTON H,
Were John Wilson, Colored, Got &so and
M'KNIGHT'S
BUD
OF FIVE CHARGED WITH G ETTING
Shipped Yesterday to RockERAL MISMATED PAIRS WANT DIVORCES. INGRAM—SEVTwenty Days for Carrying
MONEY—POLICE BUSINESS.
port, Ky.
Weapon Hidden.
110.0.0...40111,01

at

4

•

4

A judgment disposing of much having agreed to pay the
Southern Peanut company of gone. and he had a arrant.. ...lied
court costs,
An enormous crowd of friends eath
agt.iist all uf them
Tile
warrant
charging
Frank
Just,
money
streets
was
was entered up yesterday it the suit of Samuel Given against
WUshington
rst and
crcd yesterday and paid their last the barber, with carrying concealed a
Charles E. Gridley, the controversy
%aranted yesterday by Judjo Cross,
tribute of respect to Mrs. Bettie Fow- deadly weapon, has been continued the circuit court by Judge Reed in being
and Robbed.
Assaulted
r
over some postbole augur com•of the police court on the charge
the
suit where John Rock, assignee
(Marl,. Shelby, colored. reported ler Campbell, the ceremonies occur- until tomorrow morning, when it will
pany stock.
maintaining a nuisance. The ease
is
winding
up
the
The
business
of
evring
the
at
the
that
yesterday
residence
on
tu the officers
Broadway
Judge Reed finds he will not be
come up tomorrow in the court. the emelt before he cashed his Illinois near Seventh street, followed with in- be taken up by Judge Cross in the Paducah Towing company, wehicl
police court.
able to close the term, of court mud
i.eosecuting witnesses being Chief
Central railroad pay check for • In, terment at Oak Grove cemetery. The
John Wilson, colored, was fined Sae made an assignment. Assignee Rock sometime this week.
Holmes (if the
Vt.:enter
and while walking along Washington cortege following the remains was and sent to jail for twenty days yes- has paid out ee,toi.48, leaving a baleater works plant, Stipitintrnident
mar Seventh street, someone assault- very long and the floral designs were terday by the judge for carrying a ance of $126.82 in his hands, and he
Divorce Wanted.
Mike 1Nilliams of the Illarilloc ways ed tom from behind. knocking him very beautiful and entirely covered
is directed to pay this latter over
deadly weapon concealed.
Nfannic
Manly filed suit yesterday
:lad William Hodge
in the bead with some blunt instru- the conetery Itit where the body was
John Sullivan was fined ezo and to Master Commissioner Ceicil Reed. for divorce 'from her husband, Tbomas
Harth Brothers is then given judgThe marine ways and water plate ment. He was felled, 'lie pockets consigned to rest
costs for disorderly conduct.
ment for toe against the towing com- Manly:, to whom she was married in
ere on corner, across from the pearated, and money taken. Ile got sip
The breach of the peace charge
this city September 21, rooe. She
pany
and Captain Edward Woolfolk
:tut company, and these parties men- arid staggered home after the highRemains Shipped.
against Hubert Porte, colored, was!
claims
he left her and is :sow living
tioned Hein that the nuisance the
The remains of Mr. Kelly Stablet!e continued over until tomorrow. Ile I is given judgment for $lim for sea- in
setaynien decamped Ile lives on Sevadultery with one Annie Randolph.
men's
services.
Commissioner
a :.nut people maintain is in the naReed
Were
shipped
yesterday morning to is accused of being one of the men I
enth between .edano Ind Jaelcson
Besides the divorce the wife asks to
Rockport, Ky., where they will be in- engaged in the tug negro fight last got 52,02360 for sale of the steamer be
teprt of permitting dust to fly ova streets.
restored to her maiden name of
Mary
Micheal,
which
added
to
the
neighb,abeiod,
to
great
terred.
Ile
is
the
the
young man who Tuesday night near Seventh and
• the entire
Mannic
MeElrath anti be gtven $5oo
$2.16.82
balance
Assignee Rock turns
was brought here from Horton, Ky . Washington streets. Porter is
ileosisenience of the stir' unding penalimony. Manly works at the Wil%ant- over to him makes the
Bad Language Used.
commissioner
where
he
was
employed
as
a
concrete ed at Evansville also on the charge !
Pte.
arrested
liams in marble yarffs on North Thu
,
Kube rt ttak. coloredwas
The ;seance company buys goobers yesterday by Officers Johnson and worker for the Illinois Central rail- of maliciously shooting at an6ther, trustee for a total of $4,250.32.TO street.
f. • 11
He passed away at the railroad,and when he was arrested yestsrilay judge directed that the following
takes them to the First and Washon the charge of using profane wad:
claims be paid in full, they bebosiiital
re.
isistrin we-et factor", where they are language towards Lee Story
Chief Collins wired the Evansvire auMilton Ingram Estate.
ung of the priority lien nature.
put through a cleaning process. Duet
I George Rawleigh, executor 10 tee
thorities if they (lid not want the neCity
of
Paducah,
ee50.86;
John
Rock,
Taken Overland
irons the hull accumulates in large
gro there. The Evansville chief reMilton If. Ingram will, filed a friendly
Females Have Scrap.
The remains of Mr. James Fendley sponded that they did no know be- $150; Sheriff John Ogilvie. $72.25; suit in the circuit
otsautities. and this flies out 41( the
court against
Jose Ligon and Grace Cole', col- were taken overland yesterday
Register
Newspaper
;Aso;
Ed
Woolto Pan cause the prosecuting witness atzsinst
UMW into open air where it s4 car- ored, engaged in a fight at Eleventh
George 0. Ingram, The Sherrill-Russell lumber company and others, for
est into the houses and buildings arid Caldwell etreete last night, and !handle, Lieingston county, and buried_ Porter had left the city.
folk
T iee
Srl°°
not being enough money left
settlement
of the Milton Ingram
atioulat there. Mr. Holmes says be •were arrested by Officer Aaron hutiii the hands of the, master cotnmieINDEPENDENTS TO GET
GIRL HAS A RARE DISEASE,
estate. The matter was referred to
has to keep his doors and windows
skew
to
pay
full,
other
claims
in
the
FRANCHISE IN CHICAGO.
the master commissioner for him to,
v'oectl at hi. residence across the
fcllowing creditors get 34 5-8 per
take proof of claims
Body Covered With Purple Blotches
strict the year round, and then no
cent. of their accounts, each being
Warrant Dog Owners.
Chicago, Feb. 16.- Independent tele
When Taken to a Hospital. •
s,rsoil is done. as the clouds of dust
Another Misnsated Pair.
allowed the stuns as follows, to be
ellen-row Chief Jame% Collins phone interests claiming to operate
ieet inside the residence through the siert, the officers to work taking the
ado,:s Hines filed suit for divorce
credited to their total claim; Vv'est
floo.000
more
instruments
than
the
New York, Feb. 16—Mary Eigcreeks of the doors and windows, name of the owner of every unlicenBell company in northern., central,' holtz. years old, sot West One Hun- Kentucky 'Coal company. Seti.SO: from his wife Emma Hines, charging
hence7 constant sweeping in the home sed dog in the city, and warrants will
southern, western and southwestern dred and Fiftieth street, is turning Mississippi Valley Railway and Dock her with lewd and lascivious conduct.
•has to be kept up to keep it clean.
be issued against those owning the states, completed arrangements today purple. She is in Belleitse hospital, company, $2.44.98; M. If. Campbell. They married in Tennessee during
e• he employes aud officials over at canines. The city charges Si yearly to lease the
telephone franchise of the where the doctors say she is suffering Clew; Aberdeen Coal and Mining 1895.
.
ihe marine ways contend that some
fur anyone to own a mate dog. and Illinoii Tunnel company. Four cor- from a disease known as purpura company; $62.70; West Kentucky Coal
time. the dust and dirt flying out of
company, $75.7o; L. B. Ogilvie & Co.. WOMAN CHARGED WITH
ee yearly for females. Thousands porations have been organized for the hernorrhagica.
the peanut factory is so thick it of canines are in Paducah, but lie- purpose of des-eloping the local
EMBEZZLING BIG SUM
J. T. Rennie, etcee.38; Fowler$442:
franThe child's mother first noticed
chokes and blinds them to the extent ens-ee paid on only about tivents-five. chise of the tunnel company and esPhilidelphia, Feb. ete—Miss Flora
Crumbaugh, els°. J. P. Smith, executhe changing color not long ago.
they cannot work (Irb the barges and
tor, $73.40; W. H. Schroeder, $22,5.40: S1C1BKA, a cashier ia the employ t, N.
tablishing long distance connections While bathing The girl she
detected Kolb & Sons, $8.25; Jackson Foundry Sneile.;lo•rg & Co . owners of a big
hoate up on the railway plant for
with systems operated'by the asso- small purple spots in various
parts of
r.-pair, or reconstruction.
f elated independent interests in the the body. but the spots continued to and Machine company- eo.so; Scott department store in this city, was arMr. Holmes filed a ninjunction suit SELLS CZAR'S BOOTS.
Hardware company, $16.10; Cairo City rested yesterday on a warrant issued
SWINDLES MANY. principal cities of the country. The spread.
against the peanut company in the
Coal company, $49.90; Harth brothers. by a member of the firm, in which
parent- corporation. the one which
A doctor of the neighborhood treatc-reuit courtelast year and the conwill assume active control of the local ed the child until, utterly baffled, he ;143.48; James Thomas Jackson, $194. she is charged with embezzling funds
This makes a total of $1,648.71, while of the company to the amount or
'ern put in some machines that re- Man is Caught and Sentenced to 'situation, is to be named the Chicago
advised sending her to Bellevue hos- in addition the City National bank $25,000. The woman, who is about 40
Leved the dusty conditions Jo a cerServe Two Years in Prison.
, and We!tern Telephone company. and pital. Dr. Davenport White, of the
tain extent. but tlicy are now as bad
will be beaded by- E. I- Darner, of hospital staff, said it was the .first is ordered to pay $27.89 to Circuit years old, is alleged to have secured
Clerk Miller in this case, and $1.20 this amount within ten months by
.4 ever, so the complainants state.
Beriin. Feb. 16.—Ifertnan Zeltie a twatiscnn.
case that had conic to his attention not in excess of $too. in this litiga- falsifying the books. She was sent to
Mr. Holmes has a suit for 32,500 dam- German Jew, has just been sentenced
of such a disease afflicting a child.
larison in default of $1o,000 bail for a
tion.
ages pending now in the circle: court by a Russian court of justice to two I SUGGESTS REMEDY FOR
The few cases known at the hospital
Special Judge Thomas Crice was ! further hearing on February -zo. It
years' imprisonment for swindling inageinst the peanut concern.
RAILROAD ACCIDENTS. were those of adults.
yesterday afternoon hearing argu- was stated that the books were being
nocent Russian country folk.
I. White said that the child's body ments at the courthouse of the examined and that the anionnt of the
vile
after
village
in
appeared
Zelin
New
Orleans,
La.,
Nib.
16.—As
a
Board Bill Warrant.
presents the appearance of being tat- awyers representing both sides in shortage might prove' fr, he entich
eine Uargaret Kettler the board- Inc in Novgorod government with a Preventive for railroad accidents corn- tooed. Almost the entire body is cov- o
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie. time bank great !.r.
jug
keeper of South Third near pair of old boots swung across his ! precut publicity is suggested by Julius ered, with the exception of the face.
shoulders.
Kruttschnite director of maintenance which thus far has not been affected.
s Veashington street, yesterday had a
Summoning the village council, he and operation of the Harriman lines While most of
warrant issued charging Harry .'ields
the time the blotches "I\
merobere that the dilapi- and vice-president of the Southern
with attempting to defraud her out informed the
arc of a mellow purple, they occabelonged to the tzar.
Pacific. In an interview today he said: sionally- change to a deep plum color
(.f a board bill of ea .eo. The offi- dated boots
The czar, he said, had several hun"I believe accidents will never be or a dull red. Some blotches are as
cers arrested Field, who put up bond
and had re- eliminated except by giving the widest
old
boots
pair
of'
dred
large as a penny, others are no larger
equal to the amount of the board bill
$100,000
Capital stock
quested that they be sold for the bene- publicity to every detail. The persons than a pin head.
and was then released until tomorpeasants
of
fit of the fasoine-stricken
$34,000
responsible for accidents, whether
Surplus.
The girl is not in pain, but ;Ile has
row'. when his. case Will be tried in
the Volga provinces.
officers or laborers, should be known a slight fever. Her appetite is good
yaung
is
a
Field
the police court.
The village council uf Mik.hailoeo to the public in order that they may and she sleeps well. Dr. White says
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
fellow who came here six weeks ago decided to buy the boots and hang be made
to feel that their work meets he expects to cure her, but it will
young
to business intrusted to us.
from the south. He is the
them up in the public school as a popular displeasure.
take a tong time. He say's the disease
fellow noticeable on the streets with token of the Little Father's love of
"Wc must bring about a closet obN. W. VAN CULLN, Cashier.
G. W. ROBERTSON, Prest
hie nose swathed in bandages and his people. and paid forty roubles, all servance of the rules governing the is probably catiso‘i hy a rheumatic
germ.
court plaster covering a badly mashed of the money in the village treasury, operation,of railroads and a greater
probiscie, hurt during a wreck down for them.
respect for danger signals than we
Harrison Street Payment Lots.
in Mississippi. He had been stopEncotsraged by his success, Zelin now get from our employes. This
Both Phones, No. 800.
North side between 13th and r4th.
ping with Mrs. Kettler for Nile over disposed of seven more pair of the can be done only by the widest pub
Lots 4ox165. $400
-tyc r weeks.
czar's -boots in seven more \tillages licity of accidents, and they will nof Shade trees.
each, $5o cash, balance cagy monthly
before he was arrested.
be stopped until this is done."
pay ments.
Charged With Robbery.
WIIITTEMORE, REAL ESTATE!floinguRE
Rodney Perkins, Ed Brown. Dora
Seven Saloons to Close.
Medical terms oemetimee undergo
WITR
AGENCY. Both Phones 8 5.
Lary, Beulah Caldwell and 'Herman wonderful changes when -handled by
Sheffield, Ala., Feb. i6.—The proI ander, all colored, were arrested ignorant people. A London woman prietors of the seven saloons in this
According to an estimate made in ,
eesterday on the charge of robbing recently explained that she bad been city are. making preparations to cease
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when
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McKnight,
Bud
day night. McKnight claims he went monia," meaning pleurisy and pneu- pensary will be established. Several $5o,ocio,noci in Mexican mines last year
Mary a man renounces single iiCsto the house occupied by one of the monia. 'Another who had brouchlt:e proprietors will remove- to other
and the crowd wag there. Ile said to an inquiring neighbor that her points for the purpose of contintling edness because he needs the money.
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leo only have the people of this city long hells are not confined to Fourth
sized them up in their true charac- street, but it is strongly reported
ters, but the outsiders as well. In that some exist on Broadway between
street and the river, and also
our opinion it is time for the good., Fourth
PUBLISHED BY THE
on some of the other side streets.
gang
that
give
to
Paducah
of
people
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.
to understand that Paducah has had What right have the gamblers and
.1.4.4.-1••:-+++++++++++++++++4•14•46 i••1-4-44++++444444444-C444100++
(Incorporated.)
by such
enough of them and force them to go those who profit indirectly
kt II*AM bulAthul,523 Broadway to the rear. They have some good crimes, to defy the law? Throw out LAWYER JOHN G. MILLER. JR.,
the dragnet and inflict the proper
ANNOUNCES FOR CITY
men associated with them, and seem
I
IAME,S E. WILHELM,s, President
and
may
one
all
to
who
punishment
ATTORNEY.
they
Treasurer ta have thent hypnotized, but
IOH.NWILHELM,
be
guilty.
Secretary
too will wake up in. due time, and
ROBE'Rt S. WILHELM,
fond that they have suffered them-City Assessor Stewart Dick Seeks
Silent Senator's Possibilities.
Entered at the Postotilice of Padu- selves to be used by. that gang for
Nomination to Succeed Hiovolf—
matter
mail
second-clase
The nen senator front New Jersey
cah, Ky, as
Call for Mr. Charles Reed.
titter own selfish purposes.
is a silent man. He has never made
gen
of
number
a
weeks
some
For
One,Yerar
a speech, it is stated, and he does not
3.50 tlemen have been endeavoring to orgths
even possess faculty of talking fluSix
In the regular column of this issue
1.25
°robs
Thre
anize a 'company. for an electric dine ently. Yet there is no good reason The Register announces the candi10
an
he
make
why
not
One
efficient
should
from Paducah to Ilicktmen, and we
WE MENTION BELOW ONLY A FEW OF TH EMANY
dacy of Attorney John G. Miller, Jr.,
senator and serve his state creditably. for the
Commernomination for city attorney, ABLE FABRICS TO BE FOUND IN ONR WHITE GOODS DEPARTthe
of
heard
yet
never
base
Anyone failing to receive this paper
The silent man in the halls of legis- subject to the
action of the demo- MENT:
regularly should report the matter to cial Club calling. a meeting of the lation, if he is honest and enengetic,
•
cratic primary. •
Theister Office at once. Tae. citizens fot the purpose of boosting is noto
be tlegpii&,._ Coibeegence,
C
Mr.
best 46 INCH FRENCH LAWN, 20C, ssc and 35c.
city's
the
of
one
is
Miller
318.
phoneetunberiand
" FENICH T A". ‘, ANC.
the enterprise, or of it appointing a conviction and intelligence are worth known and most learned of the
committee to aid in putting the mat- more to the public than the Arts of younger lawyers, having just started EMBROIDERED MERCERIZED CHIFFON, 25c, soc, AND slic.
spetch of a statesman who is all voice
ter through, but, on the con' vary- the and notiliitog else. But the nailent out upon his professional career under MERCERIZED BATISTE, asc.
most encouraging auenices. T ast year
.
•
club is asking contributions front the min"'
in the senate of the United he lernduated from the Danville. Ky. SILK FINISH PERSIAN LAWN, zsc, 1St. 200. SSC. 35C and
city and county treasuries for its own Stetes must serve the people, and not law college where he spent several DIMITY, roe, z234c, :se !Se and zse.
._----.1.
support. We arc for a good live "the interests" if he would make a years, coming out with hinh honors LONG CI 0TH, toe tanee and isc. CHECK MULL, :Sc.
Sunday Morning, February 1 7, 191,7public Returning to this city 'he entered PLAIN NAINSOOK, 10C, la I-SC and Ise.
commercial club and believe that ev- place for himself among the
servants who are worthy of trust and the office of his father of the learinie
--1-- PLAIN NAINSOOK BY BOLT OF 12 YARDS, Sz.ss, $1.50 AND $a.00
ery City needs one, but it must show corfidence. It has happened not sel- firm of
Hendrick, WIler It: Marble.
T4 War On Gambling Opens.
results, and not a lot of hot air in dom in the senate that tthe men wiso and studied law, with result that he A BOLT.
At Sidnight Chief Collins announc- the newspapers. There are people in did the most effective work for privi- was a.diniteed to the bar to tsrartice CHECK NAINSOOK, s, 1-3o, toc, and la
ed tit the department would go this city who are just as deeply in- leged trusts possessed the virtue of the, profession, the committee of INDIA LINON. loc. Is I-2C and Ise.
•
silence. Te new senator from. New prominent attorneys examining him so INCH INDIA LINON, we and rsc.
to the gambling situation in terested financially and morally in Jersey has the opportunity to .deation- making a commendable recommenda("cep
the present and future of Paducah state that the silent man can work tion for the young practitioner.
l'adu h and bring to the surface all
This is the first time the young
the Commercial as faithfully and efficiently fog,.the
as those who are
inforzrtion possible touching on the
has ever soueht public
gentleman
the
can
he
as
for
people
club, but they refuse to be dominated good of the
office, and since attaining his maior- IN OUR BIG ASSORTMENT OF GINOHAMS AND PERCALES AT
subje . This is a :natter in which l's the corporations or the gang of welfare of corporate interests.
ity has always been a strong. working zoc YOU CAN CERTAINLY FIND WHAT YOU WANT. WE ALSO
evcrytemployer and good citizen of financial sharks %hes are reaching
democrat, therefore he submits his
Mucinipal Rights.
SHOW A LINE OF EACH AT 'it-ac.
claims
to the followers of that party
Praluesh is interested, and they their row's cod in this city.
(Nashville Banner.)
MADRAS IN NEAT STRIPES AND FIGURES AT za I -2C, 15C and aa<
and
seeks
the
support
of
everyone.
These things may be unpleasant to
Sonic of the partisan advocates of
%hauls, give their moral support to
SILK
GINGHAMS, ac,
The
is
aspirant
a
VICERINE, rec.
Paducah
boy,
well
sonic, and well doubtless be resented the species of special legislation qualified for
the place, and would BUNGALOW, ac.
the authorities In sifting this matter.
in
have
bill
Talbert
the
as
known
by the hirelings of the gang to which
make a most efficient and satisfactory
their harangues asserted that the BenI -omcurrent rumors, sonic men win
ve allude, but the editor of the Reg- ner is inconsistent in its insistence officer, should lie be chosen ior this
I
be introlved who wilt perhaps feel hu- ister knowing these thing to be true that no bill providing for the grant- position.
miliated over the exposure, but they proposes to he outspoken and to ing of municipal franchises to private
Mr. Dick Announces,
THIS LINFN FINISHED FABRIC AT 12 1-2C IS ESPECIALLY SUIT
corporations shonkl be enacted into a
At the urgent solicitation of numer- ABLE FOR LADIES' OR CHILDREN'S SUITS AND SKIRTS. IT
should think of these things before eoice the sentiments of a large class law that does not give the people of
ous friends City Assessor- Stewart
uhit as
Nashville a decisive Noice in a matter
thiy engage in violating the laws of in Paducah who are every
COMES I NBLUE. PINK, TAN. BROWN, NAVY. BLACK
AND
much identified with this city and have of such importance involving their Dick announces as a candiate for the WHITE
vh, city and &tate.
democratic nomination to succeed
codtributed as much to its advance- rights end question of municipal reve- himself iii this public office.
,
is
s
inconsotenin
of
nues.
charge
This
'rent as any other class. When a
Mr. Dick W34 cle•ted four years
unfounded and absurd. The Illinener
A Word to Good Citizens.
'large number of our citizens screw has always insisted that the greatest ago by a handsome majority, there's)
'lite Register has always contended :p their courage to tilt point where care should be taken, with the moet attesting his popularity and the confidence bestowed in him by the public
niri still contend, that a dozen or they can stand flat footed and speak thorough investigation of the matter Since entering the position he has
men with money In this city are teen then we expect to see a wonder- with regard to the true interests of made a faithful, attentive and efficient
the city and its people before any
Riling more to encourage vice and ful change in this city. Instead of franchise riehts arc granted. It has officer, his books being ample evihave the laws trampled under foot, being 'permitted to take an active contended uniformly that municipal dence of the manner in which he has
looked after the people* business in
thr.n the entire number of dive keep- part in matters affecting the welfare government under our republican con- this official department., He is a
er- in the c.ty. %Vali their seeming of Paducah, that gang should be stitution. precedents and traditions
man who stands for anvancement oi
necessarily a representative demo- the co-nmunity. while in aseessinn,
telsectability and financial connec- forced to content themselves with
cratic government, and that the maytions they wield an influence for evil barking questionable enterprises with or and city council, elected by the property for municipal tax purposes
his figures show equality and justice
in Paducah and therefore are a pus:. v.hich their names are now indirectly people are invested with a representa- dealt out to all, and he now seeks
iii. menace to the welfare and peace associated, for that is where they be- tive responsibility and are authorized an endorsement of his administrato pass upon all matters of iv/met-tepee tion at the hands of she people
of the city. They are strictly out for long. If they arc not too hightoned
proposed affecting the government of
Ever since a young man Mr. Dick
the dollar and are not very particu- an•t "respectable" to harvest dallars the city or the doposition of city
has been one of the most ardent and
lar about the sources from which it from those sources they should not franchises within the limits pi Abe- hard workingodemocrats, always takmay come. They are too shrewd to be above publicly acknow:edging charter of the municipality. When a ing an active interest in everything
corporation asks fora city franchise pertaining -to the good of that party.
come out in the open where the their connection with such places,
corporation asks for 3 city duty of the
world may sec them; they are WO but if thy are then the authorities mayor and city council to carefully therefore it is but natural that ht
submits to the people his candidacy.
cowardly to do that: they make eats- elsould f irce them into court every coesnler the bill presented in all its subject to action of the democratic
paws out of other men, but you bet time a violation of the law occurs in phases and bearing?, and, with a nee primary.
their responsibilities and
they see that they get all that's corn rzy of the places which they virtually reseercl for
obligations to thennicole and the best
Call on Charles Reed.
ing .50 them. They constitute that civil and control.
interests of the city to pass upon tile
PaducA„ Ky. Feb ie. 'oe
class of men who would sec the
It is time for the good citizens to measure according to its merits and Hon. Chas Reed, City,
Amencan Sabbath destroyed, every stand together, and to take steps to demerits.
Sir:—
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
riage last Thursday of Miss Schwarz
The charter of Nashville. as amend.
The continued progress and develbarroom in which they are interested protect their financial interests, and
ed in Woo. provides that every ordi- opment of this city demands a broad of that city to Mr. Sydney Loeb of
with an assignation to aid in the work of giving Padu- nance involving the granting by the
Ft pplemented
City Jailer.
Paducah. Miss Florence Loeb atyet conservative man a't the helm of
We'are authorized to announce ti e
room and gambling den or r anything cah a moral cleansing and make it an city of any franchise to any quasitended also, and en route hack left
city affairs.
her mother and brother at St. Louis, candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for cot
else that will bring money to their ideal city in which to rear a family. public corporation. or for fie issuance
Believing yon to possess the quals. and proceeded on to her music college
sutsiect to the action of the
the
bonds,
to
submitted
be
must
of
ceffers If the grand jury would dig 1 his can best be done by going after
orations needed for a eucceseitil ad at Indianapolis, Ind.
democratic party.
qualified voters of the city at a speministration, we ask you to allow the
dotes Jeep enough to unearth • this the men who are blucling the way.
cial election, or, if more coovenient,
tree of your name for the high office
(Confirmed on Page 7-ight-)
eiass, and the courts put them where
•%%e are authorieed to announce the
at a general election. This amendf mayor, and assure you our support
of W. T. (Billy) Reed locandidacy
deto
soak
or
deprive,
not
does
ment
they belong, Paducah would take
Governor Hoke Smith of Georgia
n! i at the polls
city jailer, eubject to the action of
such a boom that it would double its comet; forward with a practical plan prive, the mayor and city council
MANY FRIENDS.
the democratic party.
their representative rights and rci.ipsilation within 'the next twenty for a part solution to the railroad sponsibilitiee, but Was provided to pre
ye*. They are not only a draw- late discrimination by suggesting that vent city councils from voting away •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Vie are authorized to announce the •
•
for tit v
a vr:edridascy joefctSatmo
Lag to the city in a moral way, but a. line from Savannah to the north- valuable city franchises under corrupt- I•
*
PERSONAL MENTION.
•
intended
never
of the
was
ing
It
actioRees
the
L
influence.
al4in a commercial way. They not ern lakes be built and owned by the
to relieve the city council of its duty •
"aemocranc patty.
en* knock on the coming of any in- states. He is in correspondence with of closely considering and passing its *•••
dustry that may in any way interfere the authorifice at Chicago on the careful juderment on any franchise
Miss Nell Mercer has gone for a
We are authorized to announce the
their investments, but they go sitleject. and if the plan is favored measure, and the Banner 'has conteud- ten days' visit to relatives in New
of Al. Hymarsh for city
candidacy
DESTROYED
COSTLY BLAZE
jailer, subject to the action of the
and secretly use their influence by that city the matter will no doubt ed that no city council has a right to Albany, Ind.
WORTH
$30,000
ABOUT
•
evade its duty of close investigation
democratic party.
. s. Lloyd Baker and sister, Miss
!stn
to Aiersuade others from extending be taken up and a plan formulated
OF PROPERTY.
and deliberate judgment on a pro- Maud Lemon, of Mayfield, are visitillElping hand. They pose as pro- to carry out Gov. Smith's idea. Pub- posed franchise ordinance by avoiding ing in the city.
City Trosiarrer.
grwive men, and have their lackeys lic ownership of a railroad is no new a determinate vote on the merits of
‘'S'e arc authorized to announce the
Hon. James A. Rose and wife of
arand sounding their /praises and in undertaking for Georgia. as that the proposition and by merely seelcing •Spreng-field, Ill., and Hon. R. S. Van Up . in Flame Went the Fielder sandidacy •of William Kraus for city
Brothers' Store, and Also That
the responsibility of a de- Cleave and wife of Indianapolis, Ind.,
treasurer, subject to the action of the
ihi4 way fool the .people. They ore state already owns a railroad from to shift
of Sales & Beasley.
cision upon the people. This conten- are visiting the former's daughtel,
democratic party.
fo their own pockets ° and would
Atlanta to Chattanooga_ In the build- 1 tion is clearly in accordance with the Mrs. James P. Smith of Fifth and
_
ly see the city go to ruin if it ing of railroads every county through theory and practice of representative Washington.
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' democratic government, and cantlo.
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Tenn., announned City Clerk' Henry Bailey as a candi:his afternoon for a drumming trip from Lexington,
hands on a few more dollars. Why scribes a large sum of money on ; be made to appear Inconsistent
It o'clock a large date for the democratic nomination
contentioe
about
night
present
last
the Banners'
that
to Illinois.
is it that Paducah does not get new which it never
and was about extin- to succeed himself as city clerk, substarted,
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receives any returns, against the outrage which the general
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'ridal tour. Mr. Gillen is a former structure of Scales and Beasley, one
Chintanooga, and we never find Pa—Manager Elmore of the Western
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RAEFT STORE

WE ARE NOW SHOWIN3OUR NEW W4SH GOODS FOR
THE SPRING AND SUMMER AND OUR ASSORTMENT
OF THESE GOODS IS THE LARGEST TO BE FOUND
IN THE CITY

WHITE GOODS

GINGHAM,PERCAI.E and MADRAS

GLASGOW LINEN

•

OUR NEW LINE OF WHITE' SHIRT
WAISTS NOW ON SALE.

t 4-14.

14

PURCULL&THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY PADUCAH. KY.

'If You Want to See Something Nice in Spring and
Summer Snitings Call on

K. C. ROSE

329 South Third Street, Agent for WAN NAMAKER &
BROWN, of Philadelphia, MADE TO ORDER CLOTHINC

AT ,
BIG FIRELEXINGTOI

7-"

6

1

..•••m••••••• •••••••••••••••••

THIS FINAL CLOSING-OUT
OF ALL WINTER GOODS
Takes pram at our store, WEDNESDAY, February 20th, and continues throughout Thursday, Friday
and Saturday, at which time it closes. Our store will not be open Tuasday. on account of sale. This
will be our last sale on winter(lothes for ladies, and as the prices are arranged so low. we advise you to
be at our store or its whereabouts during the period of bargiin doings.

1.95

50c
4

P.obably 6o waists of ad colors, cif
laids, soul for a great deal m4rt
mocey, and are waists that will be
'try good to wear for two months
and a half yet, will be sold at our
store during the disposition of all our

Ilete's where we fairly give 'em to
you. We have left, probably altogether, ss coats that would fit children who are six, eight, ten and
twelve and fourteen years old.
These coats sold throughout this season for Ss.00. $6.ou, $7.00 and Stoo.
Now you can buy them for choice of

winkr

any of them for

goods, igi4t• t-; -

•-50t

$i.95 each

came. I saw, I conquered." This .is more than
, Napoleon.
Leity's can say at this particular season of the year. We came, we saw,
but we fail to conquer. due to the fact that our stock of winter rnerchantrse was too great' for the demands of the people of this vicinity, but
live in hopes, and we feel sure before the close of this sale, there
will not be enough winter merchandise beneath the roof of our establishment to clothe even a child. In the endeavor to make away with our
winter material, we have placed such prices on them as would lead any
lady to believe that it would be much better to invest in our coat, suit e
fur or other covering, than to hoard up this mite or sum, and keep it
until neat season. by which she could only buy a portion of which she
can buy the whole for .now. You have no idea how extremely low the
picas have been put on every thing we have to sell. We have no room
to awry th m over, nor have we any desire to do so. For this reason
we are getting ready to place in our shelves, clothes of a lighter variety
than n .w adorn our hangers. This sale starts Wednesday morning at 8:3o
o'clock duo, and continues throughout the entire week.

We have in our stock a great many
ceds and ends in skirts. Some of
tio.,m are small sizes, some medium,
and others are large sizes. They
are gray, mixtures, navy blue and
1.hicks. The lowest price on any of
these skirts was Ss.00. Some sold for
$loe and $tso. We are going to let
you pick what you want out of this
lot, during last sale for $2 75 each
An electric seal jacket with two
years guaranteed lining, one of our
Lest $35.00 numbers—you may have
it for
$16.50
Will get you a brown, coney near seal
coat that we sold all throughout the
season for Soo, with either blouse
or jacket effect. This popular fut
coat has been one of the best sellers
all throughout the season. Now you
have your opportunity to get it
for
516 50
We are going to offer you as an inaucement one of our best quality
Astrikan„ Skinner lined 24 or 37
inch coats, that sold for S4s.00 and
$47.50. This c.at is one that contains more service than any other
Lind of fur coat in our establishment.
Daring the wind up of all our wiliter
clothes, we have concluded to pass
it in with this other lot of coats and
seil it to you for
$25.00

$31.00
Gets for you an extra good quality
near seal, lined with guaranteed lining, a coat that is cheap for $5o.00.
The fur in this coat is of the best
XXX quality near seal, and in order
to keep from carrying any of these
over, we are going to give you an
opportunity to buy one of these
for
$31 00

50c
This price means that you may secure a childs set of furs. This includes both neck scarf and muff, of
white coney fur with trimmings, or
plain. The former and regular price
on this set was $z.o, and during the
onslaught of prices, we are going to
give you a set of these childrens furs
at

Not many more days before we will be ready to show all of you a
line of spring clothes, that each any every one of you will say are the
prettiest you have ever seen, but before we step into the beautiful days
of spring, we are going to traverse more thoroughly the raiment of
winter wear. We have probably $6,000 or $7,000 worth of winter goods
yet in our store. These goods consist of the very best values, and one
would d., well to buy them and keep them for next season, even though
they have no use for them now. There might be a slight change in style.
but not enough to overcome the amount of difference it would cost you
next season or now. We know it is to your advantage to come to our
tale on Wedrit-sday morning. We feel that we are doing you equally as
riuch good as we are doing ourselves. We admit that we are selling
these goods at a sacrifice, and a great loss, but when we realize that
we can open our -tore next season with nothing but new goods, we
feel that we have ben fully paid for the lows we have previously taken.
This sale at our store starts Weeliesiay morning at 8.3o o'clock and
continues throughout the entire week.
•_

Our Store Will be Closed on Tuesday to Prepare For Wednesday's

1

IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT YOU WILL NOTE SOME SPECIAL GOOD, VAULUES. AMONG THEM ARE FUR COATS.
•

•

PAou

It is hardly reat.nable to believe that we could describe to you
all the values of this one particular line through the medium of this
newspaper, but we have them. We have the greatest values in cloaks
both in fur and cloth, that any house has offered at any time or
any place. Every fur coat in our stcre is being sold for practically
one-half its value. We do not niean to say that we are selling them
for one-half their original cost, because that would not be telling the
truth. We are going on further, and tell you that we are selling
them for a great deal less than that, and when we say one-half
their value, we say it in the most sincere and meaning spirit.
Tl'e mixed coats mentioned in this sale for $3.50 and $5.00, are
values of some importance. The black coats and the tan coats that
sold throughout the season for $io.co are worth from Szo.00 to $35.00
each, and ,the children's coats we rrention at lr.g5, are rare bargains.
This sale will start Wednesday morning, and continue throughout
the entire week, and ir.deed means much to all Paducati and its surrounding people.

4.
•

C

Tuesday Our Store Will Be Closed So As To Arrange For
The Sale That Takes Place Wednesday
4

1.95
Water Minx, Mole, Astrican, )(rimer,
Coney, Angora fur sets for Misses
and children. Some of these sets
were 114.so, others were Ss.so; some
were Sam, some were Sii.00 and
these have been
others tio.00.
merged together and will be sold during this finaLeale, your choice of any

An

childs set in the store

$1 95

$3.50

$5.00

We have selected from our stock
about 35 garments. These are cloaks
of mixtures and plaids, that will fit
any lady from a "32 to 44." The forn.er price on these garments were
from *1.o° to Sts.00. We are determined to sell every one of the cloaks,
and have therefore spoken to you
through this advertisement in a manner that must meet our desire. Now,
on Wednesday morning our doors are
thrown open to you for a selection
• of these rare bargains. We are going to have this lot of cloaks placarded, and the inscription thereon shall

Ar other lot of the better grades of
mixed coats. Some of them are imported numbers and are very, very
pretty. Others are the work of the
best eastern factories, and are values
too great to speak of. These coats
sold in price from Sts.00 to S30.00,
and the cloth in them is of the very
best English mixtures. Some of
them are striped, and a good lot are
in plaids. .Wednesday morning all of
them will be put in one lot and sold
to those who so desire it, any of them
for the extremely low price

read—"AN y

CLOAK

RACK MGR .

10.00
tyr.i,inember of embroidered coats in
Uiet, and quite a few in tan. A
ifairly good assortment, tight fitting
..,costs, lined throughout with Skinner
.They also come in tan, are
going to be sold very cheap. These
coats are practical and vied almost
the year round, with the exception
of possibly two or three months, but
we want to sell them and 'convert
all these goods into cash, so we have
determined to sell them and give you
choice luring our sale, of any of these
coats for

$10

ON

THIS

$3.50

of

•
•

$5 00

$16.95
About 45 suits still remain in our
store. They are black, brown, navy
blue, castors and some of them are
plaid, and all of thrm are of the best
quality of cloth. The former price
on these snits were S3o.00, S3s.00.
S4c.00, $45.00 and Sso.00. Now this
lot consists of our ent:re stock of
fine suits, and in order to make a disposition of the entire lot, so as to
enable us to open our store on MonCay week with all spring goods, we
are going to show you the plan we
pursue, to clean out entirely, every
suit beneath our roof. Now you may
come Wednesday morning and pick
your choice of any suit in our store
for only
$16.95

At this sale we are prepared to meet our loss and
we do it gracefully. At this sale we give you a chance
to wear fine clothes and only pay cheap clothes pric es.
'You may not need any of the garments we now advertise, but you will next season. Those who buy now will
be wearing good clothes for the same money that your
'friends and neighbors pay for rubbish.
The clothes we have pow for sale are all the Best and when Wednesday
morning comes you shall witness the greatest slaughter of high-class merchandise ever shown in Paducal. Sale starts Wednesday morning. On
Tuesday our store will be closed in order to make reparatiops for final sale.

7.95
This lot of suits has been culled
from some of our finer ones. They
Long it of a great many colors, and
a few blacks. These sold for Szkeo.
Sie.so and $2o.00, but now we have
concluded to sell them for

$7 gg

5.00
We have rs or i6 pretty voille skirts
in the house we sold for $10.00, $x2.00
and Sis.00. These are prettily plaited
some of them taffeta trimmed, and
are all the new spring designs.
On account of them being of a
kind of a lot left, and not having all
sizes, we have concluded to sell them
out, and the price on them during
our sale next Wednesday morning
win be "Take any one you like
for

$500

•
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an alleged deice- Will Practice in
based
on
is
tion
tion, if he is hrinest and energetic, is tainly the child could be checked.
Romey Roy Jones, Herbert Sherritivc decree obtained for Ililderbran
. not to -be despised. Consclosse.
tucky.
Accordingly, the youngster was tagwell. Ewell 13)-e. Herbert Crofton. INDIAN MAY BECOME
viction and intelligence ' arc worth wed and hie' parents proceeded to take
OKLAHOMA SENATOR. by Edmondson as attorney, following
Longfellow.
which Hillderbran married another
• more to the public than the parts of in the performance. The ehild prompt
Childhood and First Home
woman and was forced to secure a
Aseech of a statesman who is all voice ly fell asleep and slumbered until
Washington,
Chief
see—Bib
Feb.
Eva Pitiless
lied nothing else. But the "silent after the second act. By that time Youth and Early
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
Pleasant Porter, ruler of to,000 Crttic valid divorce and remarry her.
Manhood..,
employed
AtHilderbran
1904
In
an" in the senate must serve the the members of the opera company
Lorena Cooper Ineians, who was in the white house
t Homeopathist)
do
- °plc, and not "the interests" if he 'had become so interested in hitt) that home Life at Cambridoe
today, may be one of the democratic torney Edmondson to file a. divorce.
Nould make a place for himself among he was taken into the business office,
ptlition for gun. The decree was
Ruby hfcChord cardidates for the United States senpublic servants who are worthy where lie awoke and there received s "The Poet's Love for Children"....
on the ground of infidelity
•granted
Office 306 Broadway-Thone 120
ate from the new state of Oklahoma.
married
trust and confidence. It has hap- gencrai Petting.
James Whitcomb Riley Like Senator Curtis of Kansas, For- 'Shortly afterward Hilderbran
Residence flio Broadway.
el not seldom in the senate that
tcr's 'father was a White man and his eignin. His first wife brought an acpan
Wade.
Phone I49e men who did the most effective
tion to secure possession of her child.
Peculiar.
surely have a democratic legislature
"The Arrow and the Song"
'. rk for privileged trusts possessed
up
taken
was
.petition
when
that
ttlid
"Love," remarks an urban philiooMaggie Pool mctber a squaw. "Oklahoma will
,e virtue of silence. The new sena- pher, "is blind, frequently
dumb, and "The Rainy Day"- _Rena Rupertus he said today, "but I think there are it was discovered, It is said, that the
r from Ness- Jersey has the opnor- so far ss advice i concerned. invar-- "Daybreak"
One of the psincesses of the Bur
Eula Spivey too many ambitious young nitn who altidavit attached to the orginal di, nity to demonstrate that the si;ent ably .deal.--Loutsville Courier
atorie Shaffer will be after We job of senator. I vorce hill . vitas. *Active and that mese court, a young woman not ye'
"The Children"
Jourman son oork as faithfully- and elliremit!. twenty, is said to be the possessor o.
nal.
"Reply to the Challenge of Thor"
have been talked about for a senate the decree was invalid as a
i_ ,
Isehe good of the people as
By Lowell ;- eat, tint Fro not so cur.:sin tila1 1 Ililte.nbrati employed anotiber lttor the costliest dress in the world. It
can
...
I
only en,
fo -the welfare of corporate
1 -1).ty and secured a valid decree, after a court costume and worn
-Joe Mathis, colored, aged ae
Annie Shaffer.
er.s. get it.
;:xests
which he went again through the rare occasions. It is studded wit:.
years, died of -consumption at- 9-15 '•The,Children's Hour"..Louise Leeds
second jewels reputed to beworth m the agMargie Spivey
South :Twelfth, and will be buried to- "Beware"
Hoo- ,peior are they.
not marriage ceremony with 'his
;
Wisdom it. the fruit Of experience: day at Oat- Grove conietery.
gregate not less than one Trillion fon wok.
Plano solet-ScIectiane from Menpatience --Shakespeare.
hundred thotioand dollars.
,os
, • •
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arb Marble
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Office
Meyers
Imogene 377,

E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law

(I. T. Rivers,M. D.

I
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Excursion Rates on
The Rivei

D. E. WILSON

The Rook and music Man

1.

FLOURNOY & REED

ALBEN W. BARKLEY!

LAWYER.S
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EARL OF
PAWTUCKET

DISTINGUISHED 'TRUSTEES HOLD MOM
VISITORS HERE MEETING TUESDAY

ist

CIGAR
COLONEL ROSE AND COLONEL IT WILL BE COMMITTEE
WHOLE TO GO OVER
VANCLEAVE AND
WIVES
IN THE CITY.
APPLICATIONS.

Special Sale

$1.25 Box of 25
Money back if not .
satisfied

Spring
Hats..

OF

s
Mr. Rose Is Now Serving the Third Confederate Veterans Hold Monthly
Session Tuesday Evening—
Term as Secretary of State
Other Gatherings.
For Illi^ois.

The trustees for the city schools
Hon. James A. Rose and miie of
Springfield, 1il, and Colonel J. S. held Astir meeting Tuesday evening,
VanGleave and wife of Indianapolis and it will be in the nature of a sec.9
'nd., arrived yesterday for a visit to ret caucus session as committee of
S
the formcr's daughter. Mrs. James P the whole, for purpose of going over
ineith of Fifth and
Washington the ten applications for superintenstreets. Colonel Rose is the secretary cent, that were sifted out of the
of state for the state of Illinois and thnty put in by that many parties
and one of the leading officials and who want the position. The entire
olirth and Broadway.
noliticians of that commonwealth. Ile tresterseip will select about five out
is now doing something never accom- of the batch, and then write these to
elished before by any Illinois office- come here personally to confer
with
+•• . • e •
•t- + + + + + +
holder at the state building, serving the board members, who will
in this
leis
third
term as secretary of state, manner be brought in close touch
„.
POPULAR WANTS.
and this is ample attestation of his
the applicants, and decide which
nroininence slid weight in public life, et the number
••
•
they desire fur the
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
6•
•
•
llis constituents over that state
t rintendeney.
FOR SALE—Fine fresh 'Mich wanted to run him for governor
the
oster:—Old 'phone 867; New 789. S. B last time and lie would have been
Confederate Veterans.
Caldite/1.•
easily elected, but he refused the
The
James
T. Walbert camp of
nomination, and they made him serve
Confederate veterans, hold their
MEN. brains tell. We need yoors. another term then as the
secretary.
.ct bu 4; answer by first mail. Big
Colonel Ita.se's home is in Gol- monthly session Tuesday evening at
talary
bir men. McBrady St
conda, Ill., and he has hundreds of the city hall peAce court room, and
chicag,.
friends in Paducah. where he is al- transact e hat business there is before
ways welcomed and his visits looked them.
LOST--Gold watch and fob, with forward to with much pleasure.
monogram of "S. B. L." engraved
Medical Society Meets.
VanCleave is one of Indiana's
..n both. Liberal reward if returned big men. Thia is his first
The McCracken County Metecal soiai t in
ciety will meet Tuesday evening in
to Mr. Herman Friedman of 815 Jef- the community.
ferson street.
weekly session.

McPherson
Drug Store..

We beg to announce to the public of Paducah that we have just received our complete line
—Spring Hats, and we respectfully invite your
attention and extend an_invitation to come and
inspect our different styles for this spring. It is
our opinion that these Hats are exceptionally well
selected. Come in and see if your opinion agrees
with ours.

.

.e *11

jAp_IN_EASE

Evergreens Circle.
) The ladies of Evergreen Circle,
z Wcoehrien of the World. met Friday
?anti selected their number, Mesdames
Mike Iscman and Salle Roder as the
cirvle delegates to the stoic. ...csmon
1) be beht here next month.

I

ft

I

?????7Prn??????7??????fffnet

W4NTED—A young lady that has
ad some experience in bookkeeping ?
Stldresa lock box S S.

7

323

DESBIERGER.5

l
.?
LE
AD
GRANO
EH/E

Will build to suit tcnnant South
-West corner Kentucky' 3VC
and
liourtli stied. Most prownsing retail corner in Paducah.
Gco. C. Ilughes, Old Phone !Ks.

? A lap That Takes life Easy ?
??????????????????????????7????

For up-to-date cleaning and press
jug garments go to Solomon the Tail
or, 113 South Third St. Two 'phones

AMONG THE
CUPID CARES
RIVER NEWS
SICK PEOPLE
NOT FOR AGE`

BROADWAY

froRheinaRr

e0T

Rs

333
ROADITAY

Council Tomorrow.
Stopping At the Planters.
ihecvouneil meets toenorrow
\V.
It.
Webb
is in St. Louis topFOR SALE—Drug store, stock and
night In regular stssion at the city
-how cases at a bargain. Apply ai ping at the Planters' Hotel.
h- - ti
•he Register.

1

.01101114

FOR RENT—New
brick
house
311 Jefferson-6 desirable rooms and
very desirable place,, by naonth of
year. Apply J. B. IIALL
AIHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE YRS. CHARLES J. ABBOTT REAGENCY Fraternity building.
COVERING FROM ATTACK
OF LAGRIPPE
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Sev
eat), end Lroadway. Apply to B. :1
hi- s. George Rouse is Improving
Scott.
Somewhat—John Faint's Boy
Seriously Ill—Other
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Ailing.
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 33; citizens of United
'tat, of good character and temCharles J. Ablr;tt is someperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information what improved after a three weeks'
apply to Recruiting Officer. New illness. with lagrippe and a sprained
ankle, at her suite of rooms in "The
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Inn" in North Seventh street.
Expert Accountant.
Mrs. George Rouse tbf North
Will post, examine. systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the Fourth street is recovering from a
severe attack of lagrippe that has
ioh. Terms reasonable.
JOHN D SMITH, JR., ITS Fra had her confined for a week or ten
th.ye.
-.ernity building.
Mi•••••

CITY SUPERVISORS.
Board Tomorrow Resumes Work of
Counting Up Assessments.
the city supervisors
tomo
.
rrow
;:norning resume the work of counting
up the assessments on the real estate
book. They believe they will be able
to wind up eterething by the last
of this week, a: the only remaining
part undone is the taking and counting every person's saluation, and corn_
'ailing them into one sum t-!:11.
• -

Miss Nellie Ifesgwood of South
Sixth street has been taken home
from her private ward in Riverside
hospftal where she has been ill for
some nine.
Mr. Harry Tandy i: recovering
fr.•m hie illness at Frankfort, and
shortly goes to Florida for the balance of the winter.
The to-year•old on of John Fagin
of jest outside Mechanicsburg wanMired away from his home Thursday
iiit and
Friday night asked the
attaches of the Nelson wagon yard
71•
Third near Adams street to let
him sleep there. This was done, and
yesterday morning he was found unconscious fzeim a fainting spell. illress having suddenly overcome him.
He was sent home and was resting
easily this morning early.

Bargain by the Acre.
1..1 acres on Clinton road betweee
_sist and 22nd streets. All for $85o.
half cash. Safe as .itiy.7 ng gold dot'ars for 85 cents each.
WHITTEMORE. REAL ESTATE
+
AGENCY. Both Phones 835.
4.
rtrIn1.1111.1111M1.11.11/111.111111J

Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma
Cream

41=1.

e•

•e

•:•

•:.

PERSONAL MENTION.
••••
+
•!•
tts
ei!+
front Page Four.

Miss Zulu Cobbs and mother, Mrs.
J. W. Cobbs left last evening for
Chicago, where the latter stops to
visit her other daughter, Mrs. William Ma'ther, While Miss Zulu Cobbs
proceeds on to New York to purchase
Prevents and Cures Chapher spring millinery stock.
Colonel Edward 0. Leigh will reped Rough Skin. Makes
turn
today to his home in. Frankfort.
the skin soft, smooth and
Mr. Charles Mocquot is in the city
white. Semoves all blemfrom Atlanta, Ga.
Mr. Wm. Beadles, ife, and daughishes _caused by the cold
ter, Miss Lela, returned yesterday
winds.
from visiting in Wingo, Ky.
MC. W. T. Saxton is in Wingo at4DEUGHTFUL TO USE
tending
the bedside of his sick mother.
.
AFTER.
Ms. F. Reno of Cairo is
SHAVIAG
visiting
•tatia
her Ihrother, Conductor Byers Robert:For Sale only at,
sonsOf North Sixth.
Williams
tti(4 Chicago is
inV
tke
n't‘
‘
;t;resTsitirer
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Sutherland
and son of Mayfield are slitting
'Miss
u-eruannemnruartnrinrin
Sutherland.
rionst,overt 1 %they
•
•
Mi.:. Shelby Wire ;) -Tarltn•ri.
e

----sesesegnmsgeoggege
s! against the proposed chasore in
DIED OP LAGRIOPE.
height of the Parkersburg and South
Side Brielke company's new s•-neture Mr.
Douglass Sills Palmed Mgr
Mint 4 tinTitle Kanawha rivet ,it
anl B .41y Will Be 1kken
/*wk.:. burg, W. Va. A
.
's:mit was.
to Codas. Ky.
The ...earner Kentucky gut ow ears .
•
.- .tOtted the bridge esommoy by the
At t:.jo o'clock last es-taint; Mv.
terday for the Tennessee river. She
fr. r y
war tee hand the brictir. prifflea,sm. dim at hie liontc
.
comes back again.Thursday night
'hor.pecth...! !len,It
tlic
4.44111.-, aft, ri
MRS. `TABITHA HARRIS AND
t WI
%Ire
L.r
t.•
79
hot. This permit was „rant- uses
The steamer Buttorff will get here
,mitt Tact*, -r onsioreinitslis:ingstirr
MR
THOMAS
MeNEILL
vo;ril
today from Nashville and lease to. r4 140tembcr
ignA Now Oh' "" mg at 4S o'clock thy
WERE
UNITED.'morrow for Clarksville.
0467 wants to lower lb' bridge to
a
C taken Iii Cadie. Ky. fur
The steamer Dick Fowler came siteSsit of 6:.6 feet above the river
ice:
water. Notices of appliesti..41 ;
hack last night from Cairo and leaves
rS. was iterty-fise yeari
Fourth Venture for the Bride and
at 8 o'clock toniorrow on her :eta** chaeue the height ha, been stir or•ti,a4t. and resided
Third fOr the Groom on the
in this city for four
,1;r \V. M Ilan. United States e•si-tthat way.
being employad as a repairer
Matrimonial Sea.
I ! eftiCtitte at Parkersburg. Already years,
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville written
protests agents: ti•t• eherje the car department for the Illinois
yesterday and comes back tomorrow. have been
(antral
railroad sloops
he was a
filed with •h• eugoweer.
The John S. Hopkins comes in to- tPitasi
salted
and
highty esteemed attache,
ittabwr
sh
g
o roip
ve
proseinttehres•81
c.:4nair
labitha Harris of ;:i:s city
a.ser,nit
.
be
e
day from Evansville.
eopelar with everybody
and Mr. Thomas McNeil of the Boaz
The steamer City of Memphis
/le i. survived by four children,
section of the county were united in
comes out of the Tennesse river late
a.n1 wa• born at Roiling Mina, Ky.
marriage yesterday afternoon at the
--Mr; Kate Smith. the maracter , hp the Cumberland riser. He
tomorrow night and remains here
was
residence of the bride's brother. Rev.
until 5 o'clock Wednesday afternoon f the Cairo road, has a 11,nuegrown a. esteemed member of the Meehan
L. A. Wilkes of Jones between Eighth
before skipping nut on her return I-mon raised on her farm, and which icillnirg lodge of Odd Fellowla
and
and Ninth streets, the ceremony being
that
way.
ihs one pound and it mule; •
I sIsn of the ()"der of Railway Carmen,
performed by the brother dieine. ImThe
Peters
Lee went up yesterday
mediately afcr the ceremony the
couple left for the groom's home to en route from Memphis to Cincinnati
while the Georgia Lee went town
take up their residence.
hound
from Cincinnati to Memphis,
The bride is fifty-five years of age,
and this is her fourth venture upon Tenn.
A Pittsburg special says: "Riverthe matrimonial sea, while it is the
third for the groom who has attained men were greatly pleased over the rehis sixtieth year. Both have large ceipt of a letter from Congressman
families of grandchildren, but it seems John Dalzelle, in which he gave asthat Cupid is daunted not by age, as surance of the immediate erection of
the nnptials are the result of an inter- the marine hospital. It wat believed
in some quarters that the parcel of
esting courtship.
The bride is a well known widow arsenal grounds which was set aside
of this city, while the groom is one for park purposes would interfere
of the county's most prosperous and with the marine hospital project."
As the packets resume their trips
reliable farmers.
in their resnective trades, with the inThe .Boosters Club will gire a big creased number of boats arriving and
dance at the Eagles' hall -Monday departing daily, with big trips cfn az•
count of accumulations caused hr
fiight Feb. IR,
their enforced idleness during th: recent flood, the roustabouts are becomhas gone horrit after visiting Mitts ing scarce. The packets arc already
Marry Barry of North Sixth.
beginning to complain of shot facie in
Miss Agnes Terrell of Folsomodaie labor. It is to the interests of the
is visiting Miss Lena Sellars.
merchants and manufacturers of EvMiss Maxie Whitnell is visiting in ansville, as well as to the steainl-oats
Wingo, Ky.
to handle shipments promntiv. It is
lion. Hal S. Corbett was in Eddy- now tei to the police denartment and
ville yesterday on legal business.
the city courts to see that the va•
Mr. .LK. Overby of Nfayfield is the &rano/ law is eufoed. Make the
guest of his son, MV. Luther Overby. , idle neornes work or lea.r the city.
Mrs. C. E. Purcell has returned
The Pittsburg Gazette-Times says
from visiting in Livingston county.
the river interests are makinv 3 pro
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REMOVAL NOTICE

0. A.ITate

Grocery, from Fifth and Jefferson
Streets to

1

EMPIPE BUILDING
640 Broadway
Old Phone 93
Ready for Business
MONDAY

1

I

I

• FOR TIE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254
GENUINE
LEAL
rRADEWATER
COAL
PITTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co.

BACON'S
"RUG STORE

ti.1'
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09.011kNet*
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Office and Elevato;N
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